### Team Relay

**Judge:** Mike Murphy  
**Place** | **Team Name** | **Time** | **R** | **S** | **F** | **E** | **D** | **Score**  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
1 | Drinking Cosmic Moonshine In a ... | 52.74 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 52.74  
2 | Only Fans | 53.36 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 58.36  
3 | The Dream Team 2.0 | 59.69 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 59.69  
4 | Coke Zero & Fries | 56.81 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 61.81  
5 | Sing It Again, Hannah! | 62.50 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 62.50  
6 | The Trubbel Causing Rascal Disc... | 62.70 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 62.70  
7 | Lannie And The Electric Tease | 63.92 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 63.92  
8 | Boys Gone Wild | 64.39 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 64.39  
9 | A Sheltie Of A Different Color | 61.02 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 66.02  
10 | Silver Linings | 66.15 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 66.15  
11 | AB&C KiKiN It | 56.20 | 0 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 66.20  
12 | Little Sisters | 67.40 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 67.40  
13 | Sadie & Brio Roped A Goat | 61.62 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 68.62  
14 | Java Joited BCs | 69.08 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 69.08  
15 | Little, But Fierce | 70.17 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 70.17  
16 | Mission Possible | 74.69 | 1 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 86.69  
17 | Wanna Pizza Us? | 52.92 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 202.92  
18 | Pink's A Whit On Fire | 54.72 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 204.72  
19 | Run Fast, Don't Die | 57.25 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 207.25  
20 | Johnny Walker Bleu | 86.09 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 238.09  

**Total Number of Teams Showing:** 20  
**Total Number of Teams Absent:** 0  
**Total Number of Teams FEO:** 0  
**Total Number of Teams Withdrawn:** 0  
**Total Number of Teams Not Scored:** 0